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About This Content
A standalone mini (dress-up) game that allows you to dress up an anime characters to create your own.
Currently the creator includes female characters based on the artstyle from the Sword of Asumi game.

Features
Female Character Creator
7 Hairstyles with multiple color variations
2 Eye types with multiple color variations
40 different top styles and colors
44 different bottom styles and colors
15 different accessories
6 different well made backgrounds
This character creator can produce hundreds if not thousands of different female characters.
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N.b. Once the DLC is purchased and installed via Steam, right click on the game in the Steam Library, select Properties and then in
the Local Files tab choose Browse Local Files. The Character Creator Folder will appear in the base directory. From that file you
can run the character creator mini-program.
This is a stand-alone mini game and does not alter the main game.
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Title: Sword of Asumi - Character Creator
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Straywire
Publisher:
Dharker Studio
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2015
a09c17d780

English
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Although I have under an hour of play time at the moment, I'd figure a review is needed. Christmas games are few and far
between, finding a fun one is even tougher. I do recommend this game for those searching for a little Christmas theme cheer to
brighten their gaming time. It has it's various gaming modes with bots, multiplayer, and FFA. There's only three maps, so I
wished there were more. Fun seasonal game to add to any collection.. I bought this game, and its pretty hard to obtain the three
stars.
The music becomes really great to calm you and dont get angry haha.
A really casual game.
JUST CLICK AND DO IT!

Point out: I dont know why but when i play in full screen and click wherever i want, it doesnt go where i click.
It went like 4 cm. around i click, not exactly where i clicked.
At least at 800x600 its great for me it doesnt have this problem.. 6.99 for 20 minutes of gameplay isnt worth it for me. While
this game does deserve multiple plays it isnt worth the price of the game as even multiple playthroughs seem far to similar to
each other.. 4 is still my favorite but this game might be better over time
\u6642\u304c\u6765\u305f\u306e\u3067\u3001\u79c1\u3082. A decent sequel to DL1, but actually not as fun of a game.
Love the puns!
Love the puzzles - Maybe that is it, the puzzles were not as entertaining as the first one. I had to use the guide for some the first
game, but breezed past all of them in this episode.
Still, a solid 20 hour game with tons of sidequests.
I really like that you can replay again with all your gear.
I am glad I found the John Wizard store on Steam!. A classic arcade shoot 'em up, but pretty bland in its genre. Looks good
enough and the other technical aspects are fine, but the game just doesn't offer anything that isn't already done better elsewhere.
The plot seems dull with overtly stereotypical characters and the enemies are unimaginative.
It's like Jets 'n Guns, but without all the neat stuff which made JnG so awesome.
Pick this up only if you're a die-hard shmup fan who doesn't have anything else to play.. Pretentious artsy black and white art
style, jazzy music, and silly premise all used to cover awful slow responding controls. There is a legit 1 second delay to each
command including just moving forward, which in inexcusable in a game that is asking for precise jumps and timing with fast
moving spikes.
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this game is so bad. There really isn't a game here. That says it all, but I'll cover the bases. Keyboard\/mouse controls work, but
the gamepad does not (although a gamepad control option is available). The game ran smoothly, but the visuals are boring and
pretty much limited to what you see in the screenshots...I haven't gotten past the first mission so I'm only assuming. The Sky
Hawk itself is loaded with missiles and guns, neither of which can be accurately aimed due to a lack of any sort of targeting
reticle\/system. Fuel, ammo and armor can be replinished from the supply points scattered around the map, but I have yet to
find a way to actually pick them up or shoot them to activate. So you eventually run out of either fuel, armor or ammo and the
mission fails. Luckily I purchased this on sale, so I'm not out a great deal of money, but I actually wouldn't recommend this
"game" at any price unless it somehow gets finished. If it does get fixed I'll update my review.. The perfect game to find out if
you are meant to become the plumber that will fix successfully the water pipe system at your neighbors' house.. Enjoy the game.
Always been a fan of total war and I'm a huge warhammer nerd.
I recommend it to everyone who enjoys the total war formula or warhammer.
That being said, they really suck with all this DLC... Everything is hidden behind some god awful pay wall. You want blood? 10
bucks. You want a new faction? 20 bucks... Just nickel and dime you to death. Overall I'd still recommend it to fans of the series
or warhammer!. Diamon in a rough
I liked this game. It is small and simple, in a positive way. It has been a long time since I played a game entirely through,
because these days games mostly ask 60+ hours from and try to sell you a bunch of DLC to even prolongue the game time.
Deiland doesn't. You can play this trough in 8-12 hours without any rush. However, this little gem has its querks. It is not by all
means finished (the end come quite abrupt) and also a little bit buggy (but nothing that realy prevents you from playing).
Here some PROs and CONs
PRO:
- children friendly (easy to understand, no major violance)
- cute characters (both hero and NPCs)
- relaxing music + gameplay
- refreshing graphic style
- short game time
- no usesless DLCs or ingame purchases
- some quests with very odd and out-of-the-box solution (which can also be annoying)
CON:
- story ending feels "unfinished"
- questline is very railroaded and you are sometimes just stuck to wait
- some quests with very odd and out-of-the-box solution (which can also be fun once you figured it out)
- weired PC control choices (and also no customization)
- a little bit grindy (even for a farm game)
Final Opinion: 7 ou of 10. I tried to avoid the ingame purchases but this game will not allow that its pay up or no play so I am
going to uninstall soon
Still liked all the game - it worked as it should had nice color and interesting characters but I need more am i just spoiled.. Gold
income needs to be better.
There needs to be another way of winning beside reaching level 100.
This game desperately is in need of a goal to reach because as of right now all you need to do is click start day, end day, and
retreat keep doing that and you win. Only reason why I got this game is I wanted to get one of the most craziest and dumb game
possible for my 69th game. The trailer was pretty crazy and the game was pretty dumb lol.
I really wanted to give this game a thumbs up but as it is right now I just can't nor can I recommend this for anyone to get.. This
is the best game of cerdocornios in all the universe, the cerdocornio is so hot and sexy, when I was playing I had an
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 <3. Gret point and click hidden object game, it has lots of great puzzles which
actually make you think. The main game was fun but when I got to the bonus chapters I stopped getting achievements and the
task and hints got stuck on the prison cell which is the first room in the bonus content...I was able to complete it but it didnt
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record the achievements in steam and the bonus minigames show as locked still.. Tea Party Simulator 2015 is just another of
those games that you stumble upon in the wrong side of the Steam Store. The game has obvious influence from Surgeon
Simulator but instead of making the game more unique and different it instead decides to copy the game entirely and just make
the objectives different with terrible controls, graphics, and overall level design. Yet again just one of those YouTube trash
games that kids and meme cucks play because they have nothing better to do.
+Unique and different levels
+Randomized table
+Easter eggs
+Multiple ways to set the table
+Funny to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Teddy off
+Fun to break\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

-Copy of Surgeon Simulator
-Lots of glitchy meshes and models
-Overall no point, at least Surgeon Sim had more to it and felt like an actual game as this just seems like an unfinished project
that was published
-Several controls and other items throughout the game aren\u2019t explained how to be used
-Second level is pure aids
-Very random and odd
-Achievements are random
-Only 5 levels
-Super short you could honestly do anything but this have spent your day better than wasting your time and money on this
Like I said and as seen by the other recommended games on this store page, this is one of those games that are super weird and
useless to play and are just something to laugh about that someone actually made a game like that and then to continue on with
your life. Also the fact that all the negative reviews are the only serious and actually and not like the positive reviews ridden by
meme cucks. I don't even know why I bought this in the first play and also the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game has trading
cards which is another money grab cuck move. This game is boring and so short it isn\u2019t even worth playing, honestly any
game besides this is better and more importantly I would rather play through Surgeon Simulator again and again rather than play
this garbo.
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